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What is DATA?

Having collected your own data is power  

Collecting, cleaning you data teaches you crucial things about the characteristics 
and limitations of you data set. 



Data from Online Platforms

Larger and cheaper than surveys or field experiments 
Allows to examine human interactions in their natural environments 
We can see immediate feedback after external events

Common criticisms:  
Big data doesn’t mean more representative or better quality 
Data driven analysis, or over simplified representation of a theory 
External validity 



1. Ethical and Legal issues around data collection 

2. Overview of tools available to collect data from online platforms 

Make crawling less painful 

3. Representation and bias in online data 

Be more conscious about the limitations of your sampling method, 
population, and characteristics of data

 OUTLINE



Ethical and Legal Considerations
1. Am I harming the users? 

Interference through experiments, collection of personal or 
sensitive information 

2. Am I harming the site? 

Click fraud, interference with algorithms on the site 

3. Overcoming limitations of the Platform 

Rate limits, robots.txt, terms of service



Am I Harming the Users?
IRB/ERB (Ethical Review Board) 

Has to approve research to protect the rights and welfare of human research 
subjects 

• Interference through experiments  

Try to minimize the effect on users 

• Personal vs Sensitive Information 

Anonymize data and make sure to not share it publicly, especially if there is a 
danger of fingerprinting



Harming Platforms

Click Fraud: keep in mind that advertisers  
pay for every click or impression 

Interference with algorithms  
on the site by clicking or searching



Am I going to jail?
Terms of Service

Robots.txt Rate limits
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CFAA Lawsuit
Crawling is often against the Terms of Service and considered illegal 
under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

External audits are crucial in identifying pernicious business practices 
such as discrimination or redlining 



Sharing your data publicly
First step, make sure to anonymize users 

Even then people can be fingerprinted if:  

sample size is small, there are outliers or minorities among the population, it can be 
merged with other available data sets, etc 

K-anonymization: Given person-specific field-structured data, produce a release of 
the data with scientific guarantees that the individuals who are the subjects of the 
data cannot be re-identified while the data remain practically useful. 

Do not share copyright content 

Just because you can download it, it is still someone’s intellectual property



1. Ethical and Legal issues around data collection 

2. Overview of tools available to collect data from online platforms 

3. Representation and bias in online data

 OUTLINE



Tools (examples) Pros Cons

API ToS compliant, easy to use possible bias, incompleteness 
Auth and rate limits

scraping static 
pages

Curl, python 
requests easy to use, parallelizable no ajax, no images, no javascript 

you have to parse data

Automated Browser Selenium
mimics real humans, 

possible to log-in,  
design flow of events

not possible to parallelize, 
unpredictable bugs (pop-ups, ads) 

you have to parse data

Headless Browser 
Implementation

phantomJS, 
selenium fast, parallelizable

hard to debug since there is no 
physical browser window 
you have to parse data

Data Collection



APIs
curl  'https://api.github.com/users/ancsaaa3?access_token=655cd664976ed214bfe1810c8a27b72935037900'

Terms of Service compliant 
Easy to use 

Data is in nice format

Auth and rate limits 
Possible incompleteness of data 

Biases are unknown



APIs - rate limits

Auth and rate limits
E.g.: X request/day/auth  

or X% of data



APIs - completeness of data
curl 'https://api.dribbble.com/v1/users/justintran/shots?
access_token=f3f9df1f093c81071cf59df03428870d46a7c9f8460276600778872af294be09'

Incompleteness of data
1)Missing info such as images 

2)Can not measure exact user experience



APIs - unknown biases

Biases are unknown
e.g.: which 1% is Twitter giving us? 



Scraping via requests or curl

Easy to use 
Easy to parallelize

Not ToS compliant 
No ajax, no images, no javascript 

You have to parse content

BASH: curl https://dribbble.com/zsofiaczeman > user.html
Python Requests: requests.get(“https://dribbble.com/zsofiaczeman”)



Parsing the source code

Easy to use 
Easy to parallelize

Not ToS compliant 
No ajax, no images, no javascript 

You have to parse content

Tools: Beautifulsoup, LXML, etc



Mimics real human browsing 
Loads ajax, images, etc 

Design flow of events, e.g. log-in, 
search

Automated Browsing

Not ToS compliant 
You have to parse content 

Difficult to scale 
Unpredictable bugs (e.g. pop-ups)



Fast 
Easy to parallelize 

You can design a flow of events

Headless browser

E.g.: PhantomJS

Hard to debug since there  
is no physical browser window 

You have to parse data 
Ugly code 

Not ToS compliant



Tools (examples) Pros Cons

API ToS compliant, easy to use possible bias, incompleteness 
Auth and rate limits

scraping static 
pages
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you have to parse data

Automated Browser Selenium
mimics real humans, 

possible to log-in,  
design flow of events

not possible to parallelize, 
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you have to parse data
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Implementation

phantomJS, 
selenium fast, parallelizable

hard to debug since there is no 
physical browser window 
you have to parse data

Data Collection



What to crawl
Obtaining the list of URLs: 

List of keywords (e.g.: Twitter, Google Search, Wikipedia) 

All users, pictures, items of a site:  

Sequential IDs 

First search for all possible users, images, etc

Search for all teams

Crawl for all teams

Extract all userids

Crawl all users

Extract all of their images

Crawl all images



Hacks and Tricks (I)
Overcoming Rate Limits: 

Ancsas-Mac:~ancsaaa$ ssh -D 8090 ccs.neu.edu

SSH tunnels:

Parallelization through multiple IPs
Changing IPs once limits exceeded 

Breaking captchas



Hacks and Tricks (II)

Overcoming personalization, localization effects 

PlanetLab Machines, Amazon/Azure 

HideMyAss 

Hitting the same data centers 
## 
# Host Database 
## 
127.0.0.1       localhost 
255.255.255.255 broadcasthost 
::1             localhost  
172.217.18.78   www.google.com  



Part II  
Bias and representativeness 

of digital trace data



Representativeness of your 
sample

Internal validity: “Internal Validity is the approximate truth 
about inferences regarding causal relationships” 

Cross-platform validity 

External validity 

Who uses internet? Who uses social media? Who are the users of 
the platform you are looking at?



External Validity Problems



Who creates what type of content?

[Goel et al. ICWSM’12]
Demographic features 
correlate highly with the 
amount of time spent in 
various type of online 
activities. 

https://5harad.com/papers/whowhatweb.pdf


Predicting the German elections
Twitter is commonly used to predict “things”, especially elections 
Multiple papers analyzing German politics and making predictions

[Tumasjan et al. ICWSM’10]
“the mere number of 
messages mentioning a 
party reflects the election 
result”

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM10/paper/view/1441/1852


The victory of the Pirate Party

In 2012 Jungherr et al. replicate the experiment for the next election 

Take-away: estimating elections from tweets suffers from sec-selection bias

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM10/paper/view/1441/1852


The 1936 Literary Digest Poll
Presidential Election of 1936: Alfred Landon against F. D. Roosevelt 

Literary Digest successfully predicted elections since 1916
“Once again, [we are] asking more than ten million voters -- one out of four, representing 
every county in the United States -- to settle November's election in October. 
Next week, the first answers from these ten million will begin the incoming tide of marked 
ballots, to be triple-checked, verified, five-times cross-classified and totaled. When the last 
figure has been totted and checked, if past experience is a criterion, the country will know 
to within a fraction of 1 percent the actual popular vote of forty million [voters].”

Predicted 57%-43% for Landon but Roosevelt wins with 62%

Selection bias as well as non-responsive bias



Bias

Bias is defined as any tendency which prevents unprejudiced 
consideration of a question. In research, bias occurs when 
“systematic error [is] introduced into sampling or testing by 
selecting or encouraging one outcome or answer over others” 

We will overview biases related to sampling, feature selection 
and data cleaning, (not biases related to testing or analysis).



Bias in online data collection

Activity bias 

Data processing bias

Sampling bias

Platform bias

1. People create content

? ?

2. Platform controls representation 
and visibility
3. We collect samples of available content

4. We pick features and process data



1. Activity Bias

Examples: 
Differences in the rate at which users create content 
Type of content available depending on the time of day, week, 
seasonal changes 
Gender, age, location, etc correlates with type of content created 
Fake users, bots, deleted content



Wisdom of the few
Ratio of people creating 50% of content

Facebook

7% 93%

Amazon Reviews

4% 96%

Twitter

2% 98%

Wikipedia

99.96%0.04%

[Baza-Yates et.al. Hypertext'15]
Large percent of online content is created by a small number of users. 

http://www.websci16.org/sites/websci16/files/keynotes/keynote_baeza-yates.pdf


Fake, spam, non-human?

Different populations use  
platforms differently, e.g.:

[Hong et al. ICWSM’11]
Users of different languages 
use Twitter differently:
Germans tend to include 
URLs and hashtags more 
often, while Koreans tend to 
reply to each other more 
often. 

Bots and organizations create large % of content 
but do not represent “normal” human behavior 
One person, multiple accounts 
Deleted accounts or content

[Petrovic et.al & Almuhimedi et.al]
~3% of tweets get deleted over time. Significant 
differences in the deleted set based on location, 
amount of reply triggered, sentiment, etc. 

http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM11/paper/download/2856/3250/


Seasonal differences
Who talks when about what topics?

[Kıcıman et al. ICWSM’14]
Neighborhoods Inferred 
from social media 
conversations differ 
depending on context such 
as time day/night, weekend/
weekday. 

Weekdays vs weekends

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/kiciman-icwsm-discussiongraphs_final.pdf


1. Activity Bias

Take-aways: 
Explorative stats can be important to discover activity patterns 
Control for variables that correlate with activity differences



2. Platform bias
Biases related to the site mechanisms — each platform is different

[Miller et al. ICWSM’16]
Sending emojis across 
different platforms can lead 
to miscommunication. 
Different renderings are 
associated with different 
emotions. 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/kiciman-icwsm-discussiongraphs_final.pdf


Algorithms
Platforms continuously change, improve their systems 

Helpful features such as autocorrect or recommendation may lead 
to over-representation of signals, e.g measuring  
popularity of a product while it  
was recommended to you 
search behavior while autocorrect  
influences how people search 
traffic patterns while people rely 
on Google Maps



[Lazer et al. Science’13]
“GFT bakes in an assumption that relative search 
volume for certain terms is statistically related to 
external events, but search behavior is not just 
exogenously determined, it is also endogenously 
cultivated by the service provider.”

https://gking.harvard.edu/files/gking/files/0314policyforumff.pdf


Biased Algorithms

[Johnson et al. CHI'17]
Big data algorithms trained 
on social data from online 
platforms perform 
significantly worse for 
underrepresented 
populations. Text-based geolocation precision by county

http://www.brenthecht.com/publications/chi17_urbanruralgeolocationbias.pdf


3. Sampling bias

Due to the sampling tool itself API, keyword search, filtering 
on certain features such as location 

Self-selection, loud people are overrepresented  

Snowball-sampling might miss small clusters in a graph 

Survey vs phone vs social media targets different 
demographics



Keyword search: e.g.: bias due to differences hashtag usage 

Proxy populations: real population of Sardinia vs who set their 
location to

Sampling tool

[Morstatter et al. ICWSM'13]
Different sampling methods 
for acquiring Twitter data 
result in significantly 
different properties

API: Firehose vs Streaming API

http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM13/paper/download/6071/6379


Self-selection
People who willingly participate are already a biased sample 

Psychological factors: being particularly interested in the topic, being generally open, 
trusting, willing to help 

Economic factors: having more time, being more exposed to surveys 

Self-selection is a bitch: non-participatory people are unavailable, thus hard to 
determine differences in populations 

[Yasser et. al. 2014]: More proficient and more involved gamers of WoW are more 
likely to fill out online surveys. 

[J Borjas 1987]: Immigrants’ earnings can not be directly compared to US earnings 
since they are a selected sample, “more able and highly motivated” 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4115258/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1814529?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents


Chakraborty et.al. 2017: Demographics of Twitter users determining 
trending topics are significantly different from the overall population.  

The loud crowd

http://cse.iitkgp.ac.in/~abhijnan/papers/chakraborty_demographic_bias_ICWSM17.pdf


 Sampling bias

Take-aways: 

Really think about who your population is especially relative to who 
you are trying to make statements about.  

Compare demographic features and other characteristics of the 
group you end up with to the whole population 

If you have a choice, avoid sampling techniques that require 
special attitude toward social media



4. Representation bias
Predefined features when filling out profiles, default values, min-max 

Geographic bounding boxes 



4. Representation bias
Predefined features when filling out profiles, default values, min-max 

Geographic bounding boxes 



Data processing
Filtering the data:  

removing highly active or inactive users 

removing location that can not be recognized 

removing languages, characters hard to parse 

Annotation bias:  

some characteristics are easier to recognize, gender vs race 

usernames vs real names  



Summary

Big data is great  

but handle it with caution :)  


